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Who woulda thunk? Where hope and acceptance, empathy and creativity live…new ideas emerge.

A popular meme circulating these days that asks: “Who is responsible for your company’s digital transformation?”
A. CTO
B. CEO
C. COVID-19
As this joke shows, most entrepreneurs and businesses are struggling in the current environment, but every crisis offers opportunities, and this one is no different.

In 2020 Trendsetting has a whole new meaning

Meta-trends have a more granular action in the world, the power behind the momentum is fueled by a meta-trend

Trendsetting in
Marketing
✤

Blink and trends change in a
normalized setting

✤

HAH! I dare you to define
“normal”

✤

Meta-trends have a more
granular action in the world,
the power behind the
momentum is fueled by a
meta-trend

In my world, Normal is a setting on the washing machine. Again, Meta trends aren’t so much what you actually do, but the energy behind how you make deliberate
choices of what you do. It’s not the tide, it’s what powers the tide. At a time of unprecedented change, that can reflect the same…CHANGE!

Stage Set for Global
Transformation
✤

Reaching for something,
ANYTHING not shaking in a
time of uncertainty

✤

Maslow’s Hierarchy and
change theory

✤

Respecting the individual
experience and serving in
leadership

Maslow sure had it right with the lower energy vibes on the hierarchy. The bottom highlights confusion, fear (scared about health and $ and more). Run on toilet paper?
Really? Shows up as adrenaline and fear is the ultimate amplifier of these energies. This isn’t sustainable…so we move into what we can do that follows suit with our
leadership style. Some face leading a distributed workforce vs. leading in brick and mortar. What to do when you can’t sit down and look in someone’s eyes anymore?

So, let’s talk for a moment about the mainstream media and the narrative arc.
Daily headlines change tone, daily ‘new’ fear fodder
Seems we barely get used to one new rule and there are 5 more and all of them conflict.
So, not only are we confused…but our clients and their clients are confused.
Add to the mixed messaging the leadership styles (transactional vs. visionary), well…we all just need to breath.- self care/oxygen mask.

What’s got your
Attention?

✤

Attention Saturation

✤

Observing constantly changing
narratives

✤

How others are addressing the
transformation

Leadership expression: meeting people where they are
Reassurance (the path forward), no BS assessment to those on your team whether they report to you or not (step into a visionary style leadership if there is a leader who
is more transactional, or strategic)., empathy demonstrates leadership, support to widen the gaze of all so creation and ideation can evolve, mirror neurons (if you have
infectious energy others will mirror you) ID priorities of work: Security what does it mean? Setting conditions to focus on core fundamentals HENCE: meeting everyone
you work with (clients, staff, employees) where they are!

Meta-Trend #1
Be Authentic!
✤

Be the Leader you want clients and employees to
emulate: Who are YOU as a leader
✤

✤

✤

Your Purpose and Core Values as a leader,
vendor, client, parent, friend, member of society

What is your Spiritual Capacity?
✤

Reaction vs. Response

✤

Clear Focus and strategy, clear communication
aiding those around you to FEEL focused,
unified and SAFE

Even with uncertainty in external world, stay true
to WHO YOU ARE, WHAT YOU WANT MOST,
AND THE STANDARDS YOU WANT TO LIVE
BY

BE AUTHENTIC: Thus begins the staging area for the momentum towards change. The biggest meta-trend right now is acceptance and a return to the basics to begin
visioning a ‘new future’.

Meta-Trend #2
#PIVOT
✤

How do you engage when all
the tools you’ve been
conditioned to use to create
connection have been eroded?

✤

Return to what you know

✤

Be the Ball

✤

Oneness - Do the One Thing

PIVOT: Personally, I find the masks a divisive measure. I’m sure I’m not different than any of you in that I’m deeply concerned if we can’t connect as humans with
animated faces and soulful eyes…is all hope lost?
Not if we trend towards creating other, intuitive and empathic ways of connecting. So we need to “be the ball” lol (no matter how hard change is, one can always relate to
a Caddyshack line!). Can you tell, I turned to all sorts of 80’s comedy to get thru that first week of Covid Quarantine?
Come from a place of reinvention of your business, your relationships, your client’s business. Remember, we are all the same and we are all “one” in this and life. So,
What do you do, what is the ONE thing, you can offer? WE are all masters of ONE thing.

Meta-Trend #2
#PIVOT
✤

The odd paradox between being agile
and returning to what you know
(*experimenting)

✤

Hello, Intellectual Capacity
✤

✤

Lead by teaching and learning

What is your CORE talent, your area
of true MASTERY
✤

Recognize what you don’t know
WHERE are YOU the “Helper”
WHERE do you NEED a “Helper”

PIVOT (so important it needs two slides!): What’s the ONE thing you can pivot and offer? Can you rethink how you can serve a client lunch out on the street under cover
of a greenhouse? How can you best serve, with your mastery skill and leadership empowerment and still be agile with the daily changing Covid guidelines? Perhaps
revisiting this classic by Jay Papasan and Gary Keller. behind every successful person is their ONE Thing. No matter how success is measured, personal or professional,
only the ability to dismiss distractions and concentrate on your ONE Thing stands between you and your goals.

Meta-Trend #3
Freakin’ Agility Baby
✤

Now that you are recommitted to your ONE
thing, REFINE IT to within an inch of its life
✤

✤

Leaders like you recognize where they
need to supplement their knowledge.
Again, in some cases you are the cookie
and sometimes you are the double stuffed
cream

Intellectual Capacity at times of
transformation mean paradigm shifting what
YOU KNOW and have already MASTERED
into something NEW
✤

Think water to steam or…cookies to pie
crust

AGILITY: FAIL FAST! Agile marketing emphasizes:
—An iterative approach to developing programs and deploying tactics
—Open and transparent metrics for tracking those programs and tactics
—Efficient and lightweight collaboration that crosses traditional boundaries
—Daily communication among all the participants in an agile “unit”
—Continuous engagement in experiments and data-driven testing
—Deliverables that are measured in days and weeks, not months or years
—Flexibility to dynamically adjust plans and priorities when things change
Picture: try something, it’s a dog? Pull it,Fast. try another something, it’s a winner? Scale it FAST!Tweak, reinvent, transform, shift - it’s a natural momentum filled
foundation for change! Ride it!

Daily To Do’s:
Define Agility
✤

Agility in your business practices
✤

From what you do to the way you do it

✤

Constantly changing rules and ongoing confusion

✤

Agility in your marketing and branding based on
your particular flavor of #pivot

✤

Agility in your Customer’s User Experience,
addressing:
✤

Zombie’ism in rigidity and change

✤

Overwhelm and emotional and psychological panic

✤

Challenges including tech, channel adoption,
financial uncertainty, supply capacity and ability to
fulfill are just a few

Agile marketing gives marketing leaders a framework for incorporating performance marketing, social media marketing, content marketing, conversion optimization, and
other responsive, data-driven approaches into the “operating system” of their organizations.
Customer experience: In the digital world, people go from passively receiving a brand story to actively living that story in an instant. And the experience they have
interacting with you — across a myriad of touchpoints via numerous devices — becomes the definition of your brand/product in their minds.
great experience = great brand.

Meta-Trend #4
Ubiquitous
connectivity
✤

We are all ONE, therefore
separation of any sort is an illusion
✤

Narrative supporting separation

✤

Narrative supporting the lowest
aspects of the hierarchy of need

✤

The eyes have it! Technology
supports it! Migrate to a Virtual
Business because the narrative of
separation is divisive to all and
is an illusion

Connectivity: goes without saying, the masks, the sheltering, the shift to remote work…it all goes to separate us physically but it doesn’t have to separate us as human
beings, working towards a society that meets us all where we are and treats the planet and one another with respect while living abundant lives. If we can’t be in the
same room, we can be in the same Zoom Room! Connectivity is king.

Never forget, it’s
overwhelming
for EVERYONE

To that end, maybe it’s not totally king. lol.
Have you all seen the simulated zoom room videos on Linked in? When the dog barks, or the naked kid walks in, or the audio fails, or the connection drops? This is the
staging area for a ‘new normal’. We’re all trying to accept it. There have been incredible exercises in bonding and some not so incredible. It’s a learning curve. For us and
Zoom who has seen their stock rise and fall as security issues ensued.

Meta-Trend #5
Virtual Business
✤

✤

In the last 10 years, the TOP TWO
REASONS for migrating to a
virtual business were:
✤

Increased measurability and
accountability

✤

Increased customer
engagement

One Tells Us What’s Working and
the other let’s us CONNECT

Tied to connectivity (pun intended) is Virtual Business: Across computers, smartphones, tablets — and soon TV, cars, appliances, wearable computing, and who-knowswhat-next — people are continuously engaged in digital platforms at work and home. Digitally-powered buyers have enabled entire marketing movements such as
inbound marketing and conversion optimization.
Look at these numbers and know, after you identify your ONE thing, and you create a platform for connection, your customers will come. It is then, your virtual Customer
Experience takes shape and your reinvention launches.

If you are already running
as a
Virtual Business
✤

Digital refresh to reflect global
transformation

✤

Review and refresh all website copy,
content marketing, media response
plan if you are a purpose-driven org,
email marketing, social ads, do
everything through a new filter (check
that filter DAILY)
✤

Plan for the “new normal”, don’t cut
everything, keep your baseline
marketing. Create a ready a positive
cost per acquisition strategy to make
up for lost revenues in your funnel.

First, how are you financially? Do you have cash?
Focus on growth and innovation
The other aspect of the pipeline is growth. Can you increase customer life-time value (LTV)- meaning, can you increase how much they spend with you over time, and can
you create new leads for your business? There are a range of marketing channels that cost money, and there are many that do not. You can use the time to optimize your
owned media, such as social media, newsletter, blogs, or to even start new content channels like webinars and podcasts. You can pay for ads through Google and social
media, but focus the spend on customer acquisition as much as possible.
To the point of innovation, there are 4 types: Incremental innovation can be something as small as using what you currently have as products and services, and
focusing on sectors that are doing well during this time. A range of essential services like healthcare, e-commerce, gaming, telecom networks, and so on, are thriving
right now. Do you sell something already that these sectors need from you? A good example is how hotels are currently offering “quarantine zones” to a range of
governments around the world. My former client is focusing on leveraging their B2B clients’ events budgets and helping them reach their customers digitally.
Sustaining innovation is around adding a product or a service that complements what you do, but is not part of your offering right now. This is where you pivot your
business towards serving a market need that you see, that you know how to deliver, and that will need to make business changes. An energy business that matches
investors with renewable projects is pivoting now and going to launch a fund for renewable energy, so people who are out of the stock market can invest in a different,
long-term annuity style product that offers a stable and high return.
Disruptive innovation is what most people refer to when they mention innovation and it usually means turning your business upside down. Did Covid or kill your own

business model or your largest client’s business models? Covid could quite possibly be the biggest disruption in the history of the planet, disrupting the market on a
global level. It won’t be the first time companies have to pivot entirely, We have many examples of existing businesses that have achieved this such as with Apple iPhone
and Netflix amongst others.
Lastly, business model innovation. Fundamentally, the change is about delivering value. The transformation can also be through a range of experiments, you reach the
outcome you’re after. A considerable part of this will feel like hell until you try a range of experiments and discover some working. Eventually, they become habits that
work and adapt your business to sustain through the crisis.

Meta-Trend #6
Experimentation
✤

Experiment with the ways you
best create new, stronger,
reciprocally respectful
relationships

✤

Recognize FIRST this is a
staging area for the “new
normal”

✤

The rules for Experimenting:
yank what isn’t working and
scale up what is!

The five rules of Enterprise Agility

Decision Point: Endure or Thrive. Start using your Staging Area for Experimentation - again, fail fast, succeed and scale! Rinse, wash, repeat.

Meta-Trend #7
Be Good
✤

Holy Cow. Be GOOD to everyone
be they current clients, past
clients, friends, family, your
annoying neighbor. Everyone.

✤

This speaks volumes about you
and your business to everyone
you come in contact with.
✤

Your integrity, humility,
patience, openness,
vulnerability, ethics, humanity,
honor matter!

BE GOOD. Empathy and decisiveness are the two key qualities that a crisis like the COVID-19 outbreak needs. Your ability to empathize with people in your business and
your key relationships will ensure support and loyalty. Decisiveness towards survival, and later investing, will move the needle forward.

“I’ve learned people will forget what you
said, people will forget what you did, but
people will never forget how you made
them feel.” —-Maja Angelou

Takeaways
✤

Communications Plans - How are you talking to your employees, customers, prospects?
✤

What are you doing to support/provide service?

✤

Has your pricing changed? How are you modifying your price? Don’t commoditize
your service/product

✤

Who in your industry category has #pivoted and what are THEY doing?

✤

Is there a #pivot in your specific product market fit?

✤

Is there a new value associated with what service or product you provide?
✤

Eg: Delivery (Doordash) as obvious value and unique value propositions (sanitary,
safety, access to some things you can’t get directly, fees waived)

Contact Me

lori@freakingeniusmarketing.com
(760) 814-0982

